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Foreign students
face financial woes
Chelsea DeWeese
For the Kaimin

Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin

Eleven-year-old Aly Heare inspects a lime-green hat in Carlo’s One Night Stand costume rental shop Thursday
afternoon. Heare’s favorite part of Halloween is “getting to be someone you’re not.” This year she plans to be a
cat.

Creepy costumes
Madeleine Creevy
Kaimin Reporter

alloween is two
Costume stores
weeks away and
gear up for
costume stores
onslaught of
around Missoula prepare for
trick-or-treaters,
their busiest season in years.
party-goers as
“I have already noticed an
increase in sales and cusHalloween nears
tomers,” said Nycki Guest,
owner and manager of Party Universe, a costume shop on
Reserve Street.
Guest and other costume-shop owners in Missoula said
they are projecting higher sales than previous years and long
lines because Halloween falls on a Friday night this year.
UM junior Josh Brighten said he has not thought about
what he will dress up as on Halloween.
“I usually put off finding a costume until a couple of days
before Halloween,” he said.
Sue Silverman, assistant manager of Carlo’s One Night
Stand, the oldest costume shop in Missoula, agreed most students wait until the last minute.
“My advice would be to get your costume as soon as possible,” Silverman said.
“We have a huge list of reserved costumes already, and it
is only getting longer,” she said.

H

There are two specialty-costume shops in Missoula, Mr.
Higgins and Carlo’s One Night Stand, which specialize in
vintage costumes and rent them for up to three days at a
time.
Party Universe, Wal-Mart, Osco Drug and Target also sell
costumes.
“It has taken us up to 20 years to collect some of our costumes,” Silverman said.
On average, a typical costume purchased or rented in
Missoula costs between $20–$50.
UM sophomore Amanda Schlitz said she goes all out on
Halloween and has spent as much as $100 on costumes in
years past.
“I think it is worth it. It is awesome to have the best costume at the party,” she said.
Senior Erin Gaines disagreed.
“I made my costume out of things I found in my house,”
she said.
She said her costume last year, an angel, was free.
“The trick to finding the perfect Halloween costume is
having a creative idea. The rest of it kinda just falls in place,”
Gaines said.
Store owners and managers said certain costumes this year
are in high demand.
“SpongeBob SquarePants has been our highest seller in
See HALLOWEEN, Page 12

Financial pres- Noncitizens
sure is a constant not eligible
force in the lives for federal
of many
financial aid
University of
Montana international students, said
Poland native Hanna Golota, president of the International Student
Association at UM.
“Coming to study in the United
States is a huge financial expense
for many of us, for our parents
especially,” Golota said. “During
the stay here, many international
students are forced to save money
all the time, and therefore they are
not able to fully enjoy their stay in
the U.S.”
Golota said financial pressures
prevent many students from seeing
more of the United States than
Montana.
“They only see this country
through the perception of Montana,
rural areas with a slow life,” she
said.
Although foreign students do
have access to a variety of scholarships, noncitizen students are
unable to tap into the federal financial aid loans available to about 50
percent of UM’s student body. The
inability to access the loans can
make recent tuition increases more
harrowing for them, said Effie
Koehn, director of Foreign Student
and Scholar Services.
According to Mick Hanson,
director of financial aid at UM, the
Higher Education Act of 1965
expressly designed education assistance money for U.S. citizens and
residents. Under the act, as long as
foreign students are not U.S. citizens, they will always pay out-ofstate tuition.
Foreign students attending UM
will have an opportunity Tuesday to
take more control of their financial
well-being.
FSSS will host a scholarship

workshop Tuesday, Oct. 21, from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. in Liberal Arts room
244.
The workshop will expose a variety of scholarships and teaching
assistant positions available to foreign students through the
University, address the proper etiquette of scholarship interviewing
and hone students’ scholarship
searching skills, Koehn said.
Since the annual workshop’s
inception four years ago, she said
the number of foreign students at
UM who have scholarships
increased nearly fivefold.
This year’s workshop coincides
with tuition increases in Montana
across the board.
John McKay, a Canadian, agreed
that some foreign students are having a hard time making ends meet,
especially as they’re trying to afford
out-of-state tuition without the help
of federal loans.
McKay said he doesn’t think outof-state tuition is unfair, however.
“I think the University of
Montana is encouraging Montanans
to go to their school,” McKay said.
“I don’t think they should take
away from Montana residents.”
McKay’s parents also cover his
tuition.
Ki-Jung Poong, from Korea, gets
tuition money from his parents as
well.
He said he welcomes his parents’
help, but the 26-year-old also said
he would like to have financial
independence.
Ki-Jung said financial matters
add a lot of stress to his life, but
studying in the states is worth it.
Foreign students are not allowed
to attend school in the states, Koehn
said, until they have documented
proof their family — or sponsor —
can afford it.
“It’s very restrictive,” she said.
“They have to prove they can afford
to come to the U.S. and study.”
See FINANCES, Page 12

Fighters take jabs at Wednesday Night Fights
Boxing promoter says he’s increased
safety with better gloves, medics
Fred Miller
Kaimin Reporter

Officials and promoters at
Wednesday Night at the Fights club
boxing matches have taken strides to
better ensure the safety of their fighters, but some Missoula amateur boxers say the efforts aren’t enough.
The fights, held at the Wilma
Theatre under the direction of Butte
promoter Bob LeCoure, fell into controversy in early March after
Missoula boxer Nate Riley was
knocked out in the ring and suffered a
head injury.
Sakura Warrior Arts, a boxing and
martial arts training center in
Missoula that had previously sent
boxers to the fights, withdrew all of
its fighters from participation following the incident.

SWA alleges inadequate safety
measures were taken by LeCoure’s
promotion company, Club Boxing
Inc., which holds club boxing matches at five locations in Montana and
also in Wyoming.
Kris Harrison, an instructor at
Sakura, said LeCoure provided inferior boxing gloves and headgear, as
well as unqualified ringside doctors
and no insurance for his fighters.
LeCoure says he now brings an
ambulance and EMTs to the fights.
He’s also upgraded his headgear and
uses higher-quality gloves.
Harrison said the measures still fall
short of their expectations and Sakura
will not participate in the event until
the group approves of LeCoure’s
operation.
“It’s not a union. We don’t make
demands and settle on offers,”

Harrison said.
Jason Matovich, a fighter for
Sakura last year and University of
Montana graduate student in political
science, said LeCoure approached
him in the aftermath of Riley’s injury
in an effort to improve safety operations at the fights, and he’s happy to
see that some of his suggestions have
been implemented.
Problems remain, though, because
many fighters box too often and with
limited or no experience, Matovich
said.
Harrison agreed, saying he trains
all of his fighters for at least six
months, and many Wednesday night
fighters step into the ring without
knowing what they are getting into.
They don’t know how to take a
punch, he said. They’re not conditioned, and they don’t know how to
pace themselves.
“Most of them are guys that see an
See FIGHTS, Page 12

Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin

Ringside assistants Shawn Gregory (center) and Martin Parrilla (right) give
advice to boxers during Club Boxing at the Wilma Theatre Wednesday
evening. Wednesday Night at the Fights club boxing matches have been
pressured to ensure more safety for their fighters after an incident that left
a boxer injured last March.
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Freeing your mind by waiting in line

The

Peanut Gallery

ASUM goes to the COT: Ha ha!
It’s that time of year again when ASUM senators start to realize how
irrelevant they really are. Tried and true, senators are adding more and more
rules to make themselves look busy.

Out-of-state students aim for residency: Snicker.
They say its for the lower tuition, but we know these out-of-staters just
want to be able to legitimately say they’re from the Big Sky State. We’re
sure Washington’s beautiful, but given the choice, we’d rather be
Montanans.

Study: Sleep affects schoolwork: Wow.
After revealing last month that sports fans drink more than others, the
people who do “studies” dropped this bombshell. Meanwhile, we await
answers on civil wars in Africa, colon cancer and America’s alarming rate
of death by firearms.

Muir on the market: Applause!
While Provost Lois Muir says she is “very committed to UM,” (the sixth
university she’s worked for), we’d be shocked if she turned down the president’s job at Chico State in California, for which she is one of two finalists.
We wonder if her commitment to UM is worth $74,400. She gets $133,600
a year at UM; the Chico job pays $208,000.

Contingency fund gone: Yawn.
Between the Legislature and the University, we’re having a hard time
keeping track of all the rainy-day funds, windfall monies and economic
downturns. As far as we know, the latest shortfall will not deprive students
of anything terribly important, such as the ability to ride a treadmill in the
Rec Center all day long, so we aren’t worried yet.

New Monte Dolack print: Boo.
UM has been aggressively publicizing a new print by Monte Dolack featuring the UM Clock Tower. We have chosen not to write an article about it.
Seriously. Ask some art professors around campus what they think of UM’s
pre-eminent artist. And what kind of an artist re-releases a print from 1983
with changes specifically taking the squirrel out of the print? Shame.

Game-day trash cleanup: Stinky.
Having eighth-grade kids clean up beer and peanuts consumed by rowdy
students and beer-bellied fans seems like something Nike would do. But
that’s OK. They make $800 a game for cleaning up the trash, including our
very own Game Day Kaimins. Maybe UM could hire some fourthgraders
for half the price. We’re sure campus would support all kinds of child labor.
The Peanut Gallery is written
by the editorial staff of the Kaimin

Letters
to the editor
Let’s practice tolerance in all
walks of life
Dear Kaimin editor:
I must respond to Chad Harder’s
proposition for a movement against prejudices, spurred by Squirrel Talk’s recent
hippie-bashing article. I strongly support
such a movement. I have seen this in
practice, and I, too, have been criticized
publicly. However I have not been
granted the support that Chad Harder

Chris Rodkey

Our 106th
Year

and the ideas of Diligence, Virtue, and
Brotherly Love. Yet when I wear my letters I am viewed much differently than a
person who vows and pledges to uphold
these values should be viewed. And this
type of appearance-based discrimination
is rampant on our campus.
I strongly support the call for a nonsophomoric response to prejudice and
discrimination, yet for it to work we
must discard the common misconceptions associated with the groups seen
around campus. We can disagree with
each other, yet we must base our disagreement on mature understandings of
ideology rather that the misconceptions
that society has ingrained in our minds.
August Bodine
Sophomore, Political Science
Sigma Phi Epsilon

CHIEF COPY EDITOR

REPORTERS

LUCAS TANGLEN

BRENDAN LEONARD

ARTS EDITOR

Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.org or drop them off in
Journalism 106

LUKE JOHNSON

E DITOR

CHRISTOPHER RODKEY

Squizzel Tizzalk

Some day our children will look back on one thing
about our past and mock us ceaselessly for it.
A taste of things to come
I speak, of course, about our generation’s nowIt’s been a rough couple of weeks for Squirrel Talk. comical substitution of Z’s into our everyday vernacuSo a little insane fan mania seemed in order. Luckily,
lar. “H to the Izzo.” “Doggy Fizzle Televizzle.”
the release of “The Matrix: Reloaded” was going to
“Drizzunk.”
quench that thirst for something positive.
Even we at the Kaimin have picked up a few of
Me and my friend, who is actually a full-blown
these words. We call burritos “bizzos,” for example.
Matrix nut, knew that we just HAD to pick up a copy
When our generation reached prime ridiculing age,
of the DVD when it came out at 12 a.m. Tuesday
we discovered our parents’ love affair with bell botmorning.
toms and the ‘70s. I specifically mocked my mother
We fully expected a crowd of eager Matrixites to
for her subversive and tacky styles.
have flooded Super Wal-Mart, ready to grab cheap
Now we’re only asking for it ourselves. I can see
copies of the film before anyone else. Turns out my
my kids sitting at the dinner table in the not-so-distant
buddy and I were two of seven people who stood
future.
patiently next to the rack. As all of our cell phones
“Hey dad, I’m not really hungry anymore, can I go
clicked to midnight, we were hoping for some kind of
watch some (snicker) ‘televizzle,’” says one.
exciting mark to the festivities, but instead one of the
“Yeah, I’ve had too many ‘bizzos,’” says the other.
night stockers looked at us as though
Despite my best efforts to deflect
we were idiots and said, “They’re in
the criticism by saying I had no part
As all of our cell phones
the front.”
clicked to midnight, we were in this piece of embarrassing pop
The five high school boys sprintculture, I am inexorably linked to
hoping for some kind of
ed to the front, fearing that all 2,000
exciting mark to the festivities, the mistakes of my generation.
copies might have been sold within
Thanks, Snoop Dogg.
but instead one of the night
the span of 30 seconds. I admittedly
stockers looked at us as though
walked a little quickly.
Blank the Yankees
we were idiots and said,
With copy in hand, I left the store
Sorry, Cubs fans. You can try and
“They’re in the front.”
knowing there would still be a bunch
blame the guy for catching that ball,
of things to wait in line for this fall:
but the other 40,000 fans in that stathe next Matrix movie coming out, “The Return of the
dium would have done the exact same thing, and so
King,” etc., and, soon, “Star Wars.” Quite frankly, I
would you.
am not above waiting in line for these movies. It’s
The Cubs’ mystique, their whole purpose for being,
good times, even though I recognize it as a waste of
everything about them revolves around one fact: they
time.
suck. Can you REALLY be disappointed about them
not making it to the series? You probably love the
Speaking of soulless corporations
team because it’s fun to love the lovable loser.
The great paradox of shopping for me is that while
If the Cubs had won, they would have lost it all.
I despise the diabolical and community-killing aspects
The friendly confines of Wrigley Field wouldn’t be
of the Wal-Mart Supercenter, I find myself grabbing
quite as friendly. People would have forgotten the goat
everything I need from the store.
story more than they have already. Simply put, they
Yes, the Supercenter harms local Missoula busiwouldn’t be losers any more, and that’s what defines
nesses (think Bi-lo foods), and it makes stockholders
the team.
and some rich white guys richer. Yes, it’s a big, giant,
I, of course, am biased. I don’t consider any World
ugly building next to the city’s crap factory.
Series that doesn’t have the Seattle Mariners in it to be
But everything is always available at the low, low
a legitimate contest.
everyday Wal-Mart prices.
But of course, God created the Mariners so that
I must save $10 every time I get groceries there.
they would not go to the World Series. That’s the purAnd when I need to shop at my typical time of 3 a.m.,
pose to their being. Go Ms!

extended to the individuals bashed by
Squirrel Talk. I am a member of the
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, an organization for which I feel great pride and
for which I receive strong criticism.
I have many friends who exemplify
the outward appearance laid down in the
Squirrel Talk article. However, those
qualities are simply matters of personal
preference and have no ideological
influence of value. I have no objection
to one’s acceptance or rejection of these
preferences. However, I have found people to view me differently, and to immediately assume they know me and know
what I stand for when I wear my fraternity letters.
Animal House and Fraternity Life are
not accurate depictions of fraternities
and especially do not reflect Sigma Phi
Epsilon. Our fraternity was founded on
the principles of “Sound mind, Sound
body,” building a Balanced Man, the
lifelong responsibility of Brotherhood,

M ONTANA K AIMIN

the store is there, and it has everything. Food, DVDs,
deodorant, batteries, plants, glowsticks for camping,
socks — they’re all there.
It’s awful, but it’s great at the same time.

Squirrel Talk

Every week the Kaimin gives a cut-to-the-chase summary of some of the
week’s news events, and our opinion on them.

The Montana Kaimin, in its 106th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content.
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Calendar of Events

Weather
or not

Friday, Oct. 17

High:
Low:

Down by the River Auction
Missoula Children’s Theater — 6:30 p.m.

Women’s Studies Brown Bag Lecture
Liberal Arts Building, Room 138
noon — 1 p.m.

64
36

Partly cloudy

S

unny skies return today with some warmer temperatures.
Looks like the powers that be will create a ridge over the
state that will bring in nice weather for the next week. So get
used to some nice days with a few clouds and a crisp feeling in the
air. Weekend forecast: Saturday nice. Sunday, not as nice.

Kaimin Weather - “We love the weekends THIS MUCH”

Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page.

It is a benefit for the Montana Natural History
Center. Tickets and information are available at 3270405.

“Feminism, Globalization, and German Studies,”
Elke Frederiksen, German studies
professor, University of Maryland,
Kaimintober
College Park. Do as they say. Bring
a lunch.

This could be the last time you get
to hear the words “Dammit Janet!”
uttered this year. Cost is $15 general
and $12 for students and seniors.

2003 Brown Bag Lecture
Series
Mansfield Center
Conference Room — noon - 1
p.m.

Monday, Oct. 20

“Law and Legal Training in Kyrgyzstan and
Uzbekistan,” Jeffery Renz, UM school of Law, and
Ben Reed, American Bar Association.

Genetics lecture
St. Patrick Hospital Broadway Building
conference center — 7 p.m.

Take Back the Night Rally
In front of the Missoula County
Courthouse — 7 p.m.
Survivors of sexual violence and their supporters
will come together to raise awareness and protest violence against women.

Sample questions:

Want to impress your significant other by learning
about the night sky? Stargazing and program by
Leonard Lahaye Sr. It is a $2 donation.

-- My roommate: actually crazy?
-- Can I star in “Wayne’s World 3”?
-- Was George Dennison in a rock band in college?

Tuesday, Oct. 21

Author of “Me Talk Pretty One Day” and other stories will use his comic abilities to entertain the masses.
Come and wet your pants with laughter. But hurry, the
Adams Center says tickets are going fast. Cost is $30,
or $31.50 if you want to order over the phone.

Meteors, Meteorites and Comets
Montana Natural History Center — 7 p.m.

His secret nickname is “Adam.”

Fred Allendorf, Richard Hull and Garry Kerr will
deliver a lecture titled “From Molecular Biology to the
Human Condition: Understanding the Scientific and
Ethical Foundations of Human Genetics.”

David Sedaris
University Theatre — 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 18

Ask Adam

Rocky Horror Show
Montana Theatre — 7:30
p.m.

Send your questions to editor@kaimin.org
Items for the Kaimin Calendar of Events can be sent to editor@kaimin.org. The Kaimin
does not guarantee publication of all submissions.
Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:

1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
9893
The call is free and so is the report.

Car Accident Victims

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

1910 Brooks Street
Missoula, MT 59801

Located in
Holiday Village
Shopping Center

Tel: 406-829-8881
Fax: 406-728-6158

All You Can Eat Buffet
Come in 8 times & the 9th time is F R E E !

Trade in your old cell
phone and receive a
$
*

50 credit

on a new digital phone
and accessories!

"The Missoula
music scene
is done for."

- overheard downtown recently

Cellular Plus, Montana’s largest cellular phone agent,
is excited to announce our hottest promotion of the year!
Trade in your old phone and receive $50 credit toward a
new digital phone and accessories. See stores for details.
Montana’s Largest Service Provider For:

Also Available

You be the judge.

volumen

Brought to you by:

the h is o

NUKA

KBGA 89.9 FM

burke jam

Bramblehog
Productions

wagner & lewis as the arguments

FRIDAY 10/17 - UC BALLROOM
Missoula

Missoula

Butte

907 E Broadway
829-1410

Trempers Shopping Ctr
542-9555

1941 Harrison Ave
723-4888

Other store locations in: Billings, Bozeman, Great Falls, Livingston, Gillette, WY & Sheridan, WY
*Some restrictions apply, see store for details. Monthly access with new 2 year agreement. Subject to Customer Agreement and Calling Plan. $175 early termination fee
applies. Requires credit approval. Cannot be combined with other service promotions. Usage rounded to next full minute. Unused allowances lost. Subject to taxes,
other charges. Not available in all markets. Geographic and other restrictions apply. See brochure and sales representative for details. ©2002 Cellular Plus

on campus

MUSIC STARTS AT 6:30
ALL AGES

$2+ SUGGESTED DONATION

www.missoulamusic.com
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Parking spot standoff, University Villages vehicle
Chelsi Moy
Crime Reporter

Thursday, Oct. 9, 9:19 a.m.
Public Safety received a complaint from a man who said he
had been verbally assaulted by
another man who was dropping
his child off at ASUM Child Care.
The man dropping off his child
threatened the complainant after
he had parked in the designated
child drop-off area. The man said
if the complainant parked there
again, “he would do something
about it,” according to police documents.

“Basically they were arguing
over a parking spot,” said Capt.
Jim Lemcke, assistant director of
Public Safety. “Both admitted
they overreacted.”
Thursday, Oct. 9, 6:06 p.m.
A distraught mother contacted
Public Safety after her son had run
away. Police later found him in the
lounge of Craig Hall.
“He was a confused individual,”
Lemcke said. “At least that day he
was.”
However, the next day the
mother again contacted Public
Safety saying her son had run

Things You Will Wish You Had
Done When You Are Older
1. Asked that special
person out on a date.
2. Gone to the party
3. Not worked quite as
hard or as much.
4. Ate less and
exercised more.
5. Traveled more.
6. Laughed and smiled
more.
7. Argued and fought
less.
8. Climbed more
mountains and
floated more rivers.
9. Stayed away from
cheap beer.
10. Bought better
equipment.

LIFE IS SHORT
LIVE IT!

away. This time, her son wandered into the Adams Center to
try out for the Grizzly men’s basketball team, Lemcke said.
“He told the players he was the
new member of the team,” he
said. “He wanted
a pair of shoes.”
Thursday,
Oct. 9, 11:23
p.m.

at Pioneer Courts in the University
Villages. No one was injured.
The woman driving the vehicle
missed the corner at Maurice and
South avenues and drove over large
rocks placed there to
keep vehicles from hitting the building.
The vehicle
destroyed a bike
and woke up a resident. The woman was
arrested and charged
with DUI.

Police Blotter

Public Safety
received a call that several flashlights were seen shining from the
top of the Skaggs Building. When
police arrived, they found a class
was being held on the roof.
Friday, Oct. 10, 1:48 a.m.
An SUV crashed into a building

Friday, Oct. 10, 10:39 p.m.
A man called 911 after three
men in his University Village
apartment allegedly assaulted him.
He requested that an officer
remove them from the building.
He did not want to press charges

and refused medical assistance,
Lemcke said. When police arrived,
the three men were gone.
However, police instead arrested
the victim, according to police
documents. The man had a warrant
for his arrest on assault charges.
Saturday, Oct. 11, 12:19 a.m.
Police spotted a black, sportylooking vehicle running down deer
behind the University Center. No
deer were found on the road.
Monday, Oct. 13, 12:25 a.m.
Public Safety received numerous complaints that people were
shooting off fireworks from the
Oval. The people responsible were
gone when officers arrived.

Counties fall behind in paying
restitution to crime victims
HELENA (AP) — The
Department of Corrections took
over the statewide crime victim’s
restitution payment program this
month and discovered some counties had accumulated tens of thousands of dollars intended for
crime victims.
The counties, each trying to run
its own system for collecting
money from criminals and paying
it out to victims, were sometimes
overwhelmed.
In Park County, which was
holding around $50,000 of restitution payments, the District Court
clerk is glad to be rid of a system
that included handwritten ledgers.
Clerk June Little said her office
never had enough staff or money
to keep up with the thousands of
dollars of restitution, most of it

101 S OUTH H IGGINS
721-1670
O PEN 7 D AYS A W EEK

coming in small checks dribbled
out over years and owed to multiple victims.
Plus it was sometimes very difficult to track down the crime victims.
Some counties saved up the
money until they had all the restitution the victims were owed
before mailing any out. Others
saved it until they had a large
amount before disbursing it.
“There was kind of a misunderstanding among some clerks (of
district courts) about how they
should handle this money,” said
Bill Slaughter, state corrections
director.
The Department of Corrections
took over as of Oct. 1.
Slaughter said he had heard
from victims that the restitution

system wasn’t working, which
prompted a new law in the 2003
Legislature to consolidate all
restitution payments under the
Department of Corrections.
The department so far has collected $50,000 in new restitution
payments, said Kimberly Timm,
the department’s accounting fiscal
manager who oversees the new
restitution program.
The department will mail out
payments to each victim as payments reach $25. Timm said the
department also is trying to find
the lost victims still owed money,
some of whom were victims of
crimes years ago.
“Our goal is to disburse the
money as soon as we can,” said
Rhonda Schaffer, chief of the
agency’s fiscal bureau.

www.kaimin.org
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Main Hall clock-tower bells
to quietly ring in 50 years
Katie Aschim
Kaimin Reporter

For 50 years they’ve kept the
time, chiming every hour on the
hour and halfway between. At noon
each day they sing as music professor Nancy Cooper plays melodies
on the clavier that overlooks the
Oval. Their chime hurries students
along the sidewalks to their classes
and slows them down as they cock
their heads to listen to the music.
For the past three years on Sept.
11, they have mourned the dead
through song.
The 47 bronze bells that make up
Main Hall’s carillon celebrate their
50th anniversary Saturday. The
bells, which represent a hodgepodge of memorials and accolades
to various students, faculty and
alumni of the University of
Montana, were dedicated October
18, 1953.
The idea for the carillon, which
is the name for a set of tuned bells,
was conceived of at a dinner honoring the appointment of then-

University President Carl
McFarland. According to historian
H.G. Merriam, the idea was so well
received that the money for the
memorial was raised in less than a
year.
Upon losing 156 students in
World War II and several more to
the Korean conflict, UM’s sense of
loss was still strong in 1953. The
Alumni Association dedicated the
first bell to “those former students
who gave their lives in defense of
the country.” The clavier on which
the bells are played and 10 other
bells were also dedicated to students who lost their lives in military service.
Other bells are named in memory of students who died while
fighting the Mann Gulch forest fire
near Helena in 1949, dedicated faculty members and distinguished
alumni.
The bells, cast in the
Netherlands, each bear the UM seal
and an engraved dedication. In
addition, a plaque for each bell
hangs in the entrance to Main Hall

with another naming UM’s World
War II casualties.
More than 3,000 people attended
the 1953 dedication ceremony. Dr.
Kamiel Lefevere of New York, one
of the world’s most famous carillonneurs at the time, was the first
to play the new carillon. Sid G.
Stewart, president of the
Endowment Foundation, presented
the carillon to McFarland.
The 9-ton carillon replaced the
“victory bell” that had previously
been in Main Hall since the completion of the bell tower. The original victory bell is now enshrined
on the south side of WashingtonGrizzly Stadium.
In 1992, the carillon was named
the John C. Ellis Memorial
Carillon in honor of the longtime
UM professor. Ellis was the
University’s carillonneur from
1969 until his death in 1992.
Neither the Alumni Association
nor the President’s office said they
had planned any festivities to commemorate the anniversary of the
bell’s dedication.
Josh Drake/Montana Kaimin

Fat, marijuana linked to lazy sperm
T.A. Badger
Associated Press Writer

SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Men
who want to be fathers should lay
off the pot-smoking and french
fries.
Two small studies presented to a
fertility conference suggest that
marijuana use and excessive body
fat may make it harder for a man's
sperm to complete their upstream
swim to fertilize an egg.
A study of 22 college students
who were heavy marijuana users
suggested their sperm moved too
fast too soon and lost oomph before
they could reach their destination
— the egg.
“Sperm in semen are supposed to
sit quietly and wait for their chance
to get out of the semen,” said Dr.
Lani Burkman, a researcher at the
University of Buffalo. “The sperm
of marijuana smokers when sitting
in the semen were very, very
active.”
The men studied smoked marijuana about twice a day.
Burkman said the effect on the
sperm came from pot’s ingredients.
She said earlier laboratory work
indicates sperm generally can't keep
up an accelerated pace for more
than six hours or so, while it may
take 24 hours or longer to get to the
uterus.

If the sperm swim vigorously
early on, “they will not have this
vigorous motility by the time they
are getting somewhere close to the
egg and will not be able to penetrate the egg,” Burkman said.
The research also found that the
marijuana smokers had only about
half as many sperm per volume of
semen as the control group of men
who did not smoke marijuana.
Burkman said it can take four to
six months of marijuana abstinence
for the sperm characteristics to
return to normal.
Dr. Janice Bailey, a fertility
researcher at Laval University in
Quebec, said the conclusions of the
marijuana study reinforce the point
that men can make lifestyle choices
to improve their chances of becoming a dad.
“People tend to look at women
when there are difficulties with
conception,” said Bailey. “This
indicates that the health of both
partners is important.”
Burkman said women who
smoke marijuana were also vulnerable to lower fertility because pot’s
ingredients pool up in the uterine
fluids and affect the sperm.
Body fat, too, can be bad for
making babies, according to another study presented to the American
Society for Reproductive Medicine
meeting this week.

Researchers at a fertility clinic in
Atlanta examined 30 sperm samples
and found that excess weight can
lead to a lower sperm count and a
higher number of sperm with damaged DNA.
William Roudebush, one of the
researchers, said the effect was
most pronounced for obese men,
those with a body mass index
greater than 30. A BMI of 25 or
more is considered overweight. The
body mass index is a measurement
of weight compared to height.
Someone who is 5 feet, 5 inches
tall who weighs 150 pounds would
have a BMI of 25. At a weight of
180 pounds, this person's BMI
would be 30.
Roudebush said his clinic often
advises heavier couples with fertility trouble to lose weight before trying an assisted reproduction procedure.
Dr. Larry Lipshultz, a male fertility specialist at Baylor University's
College of Medicine in Houston,
says it's been known for some time
that women who are excessively
overweight or underweight can
have trouble getting pregnant.
Lipshultz agreed with Roudebush
that one explanation is that all that
body fat on very heavy men creates
“a lot of extra localized heat” in the
groin area that can be detrimental to
sperm.

The Main Hall bell tower contains 47 bronze bells that are played every
weekday at noon by music professor Nancy Cooper.
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FBI raids lawyer’s office after phone bugging
David B. Caruso
Associed Press Writer

PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Federal agents raided two city
departments and the offices of a
lawyer with ties to Mayor John
Street on Thursday, nine days
after an FBI bug was discovered
in the mayor’s office.
FBI agents spent several hours
gathering documents at the
downtown offices of Ronald A.
White, an attorney who has
raised money for Street, performs legal work for the city and
specializes in helping clients win
government contracts.

Agents also seized records
from the city’s finance department and the Board of Pensions
and Retirement, according to
City Solicitor Nelson Diaz.
FBI spokeswoman Linda Vizi
declined to comment on the raids
or say whether they were related
to the bugging.
A federal official, speaking on
condition of anonymity, has told
The Associated Press that Street
is a “subject” in an FBI probe.
The legal term is used to
describe a person whose conduct
is within the scope of a criminal
probe, although they themselves
may not be suspected of breaking

the law.
Addressing reporters several
hours after Thursday's searches
ended, Street declined to say
specifically what information the
agents had requested, but said
the documents covered a range
of city functions.
“Looking at the requests, it is
virtually impossible to know
what they are looking for,” said
Street, who has repeatedly
denied doing anything wrong.
White refused to comment to
reporters as he left his office in
the middle of the FBI’s search.
Over the past few months, federal agents have requested thou-

sands of pages of records related
to city contracts, questioned
members of Street's administration and sought information from
companies that bid for city work.
The FBI also secretly planted
listening devices in Street's City
Hall office — an operation that
became a fiasco when police
officers, unaware that a probe
was under way, discovered the
bugs during a routine security
sweep Oct. 7.
Street, a Democrat, has called
the timing of the investigation
“suspicious,” considering that he
is in the final weeks of an election campaign against

Republican businessman Sam
Katz. Justice Department officials deny any political connection.
In the days since the bugging
was uncovered, agents also have
taken records from the city’s
Minority Business Enterprise
Council and searched the offices
of a debt collection agency that
has done work for the city, and
whose owner, an influential
Philadelphia imam, campaigned
for Street and was on his transition team in 1999.
It is unclear whether any of the
investigations are related.

Two-person bike up for free rides
Alisha Wyman
ASUM Reporter

Sophomore business major
Jason Santistevan said he would
ride the new tandem bike on
campus with his wife — but she
might have to do all of the work.
“I’d have the person on the
back pedal and I’d steer,” he
said.
The tandem, a recent gift to
the Office of Transportation
from Kurt and Jennifer Kreuger
was out for test drives on the
Oval on Wednesday and
Thursday afternoons.
The new toy intrigued
Santistevan, who suggested
Monte should try out the tandem
at the next game.
Starting next Wednesday, students like Santistevan, or maybe
Monte, can check out the tandem bike from the Office of
Transportation free of charge

with a Griz Card. Ultimately, the
sign-up sheet will likely be at
the information desk in the UC
— pending the paperwork —
where students currently check
out the single rider yellow bikes.
Students can take the bike for
up to two days. They will be
responsible for the $500 value
of the bike, and there is a $20 a
day late fee.
The Kreugers gave a donation
to Low Impact Mountain Biking
of Missoula, which arranged for
the purchase of the bike. Kurt
thought biking needed a new
twist on campus.
“He felt like this would just
add an element of fun to our
program,” Nancy McKiddy,
ASUM program specialist said.
McKiddy is pleased with the
student response so far.
“People are loving it,” she
said. “I think it’s going to be a

really popular thing.”
ASUM President Aaron Flint
said he thinks the sign-up list
will fill up fast. Adding this new
service is one example of all of
the Office of Transportation programs, like U-DASH, Park-NRide and UM Car Pool.
“Having something unique
like that will help advertise all
of the other programs — all of
the other great programs — that
Nancy’s responsible for,” he
said.
Flint has challenged Sen.
Chris Healow to join him for a
spin, as a symbol that, although
both are on the opposite side of
the political spectrum, they can
put those things aside and ride.
“There has been some political wrangling about who actually gets to drive the bike and who
gets to ride in the back,” Flint
joked.
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Panelist says law ignores same-sex domestic violence
Kristen Cates
For the Kaimin

Violent same-sex relationships
are just as serious as those between
men and women, but unfortunately
they are not protected under
Montana law, a police officer said
Thursday night.
“Right now, I can only enforce
what’s written in the law,” said
Missoula police officer Scott
Hoffman. He said the law is limited
to what is defined as the traditional
family.
Hoffman, along with four other
community members, participated
in a panel discussion to speak about
relationships and domestic violence
in the University Center.
The discussion was one of this

week’s events leading up to today’s
Take Back the Night rally and
speak-out.
Cindy Weese, a representative
from the Young Women’s Christian
Association, said perceived and real
homophobia creates a barrier to
providing more help to victims of
same-sex abuse.
“We’re not doing a good job
serving that community right now,”
she said.
Weese and Hoffman, along with
assistant city attorney Judy Wang,
Vice President of Student Affairs
Teresa Branch, and Jane Dubbe of
First Step, a community program
that responds to sexual assaults, all
discussed each agency’s role in preventing domestic violence.
“Our role is strictly a quick fix,”

Traffic stop ends
in shootout, suicide
GREAT FALLS (AP) — A Butte
man who was stopped for a traffic
violation fired multiple shots at an
officer and fled, then shot himself
to death when officers finally
caught up with him, police here
said Thursday.
Sgt. Tito Rodriguez said one bullet struck officer Travis Palmer's
bulletproof vest in the Wednesday
night shooting, but Palmer, 27, was
not wounded. Rodriguez said
police did not shoot at the man.
Police said they had no immediate explanation for why Frank
Hartman, 27, fired at the officer.
They found no outstanding warrants for him and no past history of
violence.
He was sentenced to a three-year
term on a felony burglary charge
out of Silver Bow County and was
released from custody last year. He
previously was jailed on two
counts of forgery in Park County,
according to the Montana

Department of Corrections Web
site.
Hartman had been staying in
Great Falls recently, but his permanent home was listed as Butte.
The incident started with a traffic
stop in Great Falls about 11 p.m.
Wednesday after Palmer noticed
the man was driving without headlights, police said.
Seconds after Palmer radioed the
traffic stop, he called again saying
shots were fired, Sgt. Jim Wells
said.
Though Palmer knew he had
been shot, he followed the car as it
raced east. He was soon joined in
the chase by other officers.
The gunman's car stopped 40 to
50 blocks away, and police said
they immediately heard a "pop."
They surrounded the car for about
an hour before approaching and
finding Hartman dead inside at
about 12:30 a.m. Thursday.

Montana Kaimin
is Hiring!
Those interested in being a
reporter for the Montana Kaimin,
please pick up an application at the
Kaimin Business Office, Jour 206

A Gathering of Voices for
Healing, Action & Change
Take Back the Night Rally
March & Speak Out
Friday, October 17th
7:00 p.m.
Join the Missoula Community in a
Protest to End Violence Against Women
For more information contact the Women’s Center at 243-4153

Hoffman said. “We’re limited to
putting a Band-Aid on it for that
night.”
Hoffman said of the 1,000 calls
he received for domestic disturbances in 2002, only 200 were
domestic-violence arrests, generally
in which the woman was assaulted
by the man.
Statistics from the Montana
Coalition Against Domestic and
Sexual Violence reported that in
2002, there were 8,550 cases of
violence reported.
Weese said 95 percent of the
cases she sees involve a woman
who has been assaulted by a man.
But preventing violence is not
always at the top of women’s to-do
list.

“They are making choices all the
time, and sometimes the domestic
violence is not a priority,” Weese
said, adding that women think it’s
more important to have shelter and
food. “The domestic violence is
competing for attention.”
Besides discussing the statistics
and problems, panelists spoke about
ways to prevent the crime in the
first place.
Hoffman said he thinks if potential violators can be reached and
taught how to treat women at a
young age, it would help the situation.
“(Violence) comes at a young
age, and that cycle needs to be broken,” he said.
Wang shared a story she heard

from Hoffman after dealing with an
offender: “The guy said,
‘Goddammit, I just love that bitch.’
And Scott (Hoffman) said, ‘First of
all, don’t call her that,’” Wang said,
adding that more discussions at
male-dominated events such as bars
and the football games would be a
start.
Tonight’s speak-out should be a
safe place for women to share their
voice and their pain, said Becky
Hensley, outreach coordinator for
the Women’s Center.
For those interested in attending,
Take.A.Stand, a men’s group, will
meet at 6:00 p.m. in front of the
grizzly statue to march to the rally.
The rally starts at 7:00 p.m. at the
courthouse downtown.

MONTANA’S LARGEST
SPORTING GOODS STORE

MONTANA
MOUNTAINEERING

COLUMBIA
BUGABOOTOO for men and women
• Comfort rated to -25°
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SPORTING GOODS
Missoula • 728-3220 • 3015 Paxson
9-9 Daily, 9-8 Sat., 10-6 Sun.

& Sons

Hamilton • 363-6204 • 1120 N. 1st
9-8 Daily, 9-8 Sat., 10-4 Sun.
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Injured Griz football heads for potato country
Myers Reece
Sports Reporter

The Montana Grizzlies are
bruised, battered and ready for
Saturday’s game against Idaho
State.
The fifth-ranked Grizzlies limp
into Pocatello, Idaho to take on the
No. 21 Bengals. Defensive end
Lance Spencer is out for the season
while the status of defensive tackles Alan Saenz and Blake Horgan is
questionable. A variety of other
players are either getting over
injuries or fighting off nagging
pains.
“It’s the mid-season blues,” cornerback Vernon Smith said after
Montana’s win over Weber State.
“We’re all a little banged up.”
Smith landed awkwardly on his
shoulder two weeks ago in
Montana’s win over Cal Poly.
Defensive coordinator Jeff
Hammerschmidt said he thinks he
has enough talented players who
can step up to make sure his
defense doesn’t miss a beat.
“We’re being creative (with our
line-up),” Hammerschmidt said.

“We know the cupboard’s not
empty. It doesn’t hurt us to have
different guys in. We don’t really
lose too much when the first group
isn’t in there.”
Hammerschmidt, despite his
faith in whichever players he sends
on the field, said a little more depth
would be nice.
In his first game back since
recovering from an ankle injury,
defensive end Ciche Pitcher got
one sack and two tackles-for-losses. Defensive tackles John Cahill
and Kerry Mullan played well in
the absence of Horgan and Saenz.
Despite the injuries, the 5-1
Grizzlies have played solid
defense. After holding Cal Poly to
14 points, Montana nearly shutout
Weber State in a 12-7 win last
week in its first conference game of
the season. The Grizzlies, however,
aren’t the only ones playing good
defense as of late.
Idaho State, ranked 117th out of
121 teams in total defense in the
nation, are coming off a strong
defensive performance in a 23-17
victory over Montana State. The

Bengals held the Bobcats to 307
total yards.
The Bengals allow 33.5 points
per game and 481.2 yards per
game, both last in the Big Sky.
However, Montana offensive coordinator Rob Phenicie says those
numbers don’t mean much.
“(Idaho State) is the best defense
we’ve faced,” said offensive coordinator Rob Phenicie. “They’re just
now starting to live up to their
billing at the beginning of the season.”
Idaho State’s defense returns
eight starters from a squad that led
the Big Sky last season in scoring
defense. Among the returning
starters is All-American defensive
end Jared Allen. Allen, a Buck
Buchanan Award candidate, leads
the conference with nine sacks to
go along with his 45 tackles.
While the Bengals’ defense has
been playing better recently,
offense has predominantly carried
them to a 4-2 record this year. The
Bengals, 2-1 in conference play, are
second in the Big Sky in pass
offense and second in scoring

offense. Junior quarterback Mark
Hetherington is a big reason for
their offensive success.
“He’s a good quarterback,”
Hammerschmidt said. “He’s a
pocket passer who stands in there,
takes hits and delivers the ball
where it needs to go.”
Idaho State’s rushing game is led
by senior running back Isaac
Mitchell. Mitchell is tied with
Montana kicker Chris Snyder as
Big Sky’s leading scorer, averaging
8.0 points per game.
“He’s a hard-nosed, tough guy,”
Hammerschmidt said. “He’s kind
of the core of their offense. He pass
protects, he runs hard and he can
score from about anywhere.”
Montana has its own tough running back in Justin Green. The junior transfer has averaged more than
100 yards the last three games.
Green has not only been averaging
more than 20 carries per game during this stretch, but also fumbled
the ball three times this season.
While a combination of Green,
freshman Lex Hilliard and sophomore JR Waller led to more of a

run-based offense for the Grizzlies,
Phenicie said that doesn’t necessarily mean people can expect more
running than passing against Idaho
State.
“I think what’s important in this
offense is that we take what they
give us,” Phenicie said. “If that
means pass 50 times, we pass 50
times. If that means run 50 times,
then we do that. We’re opportunistic.”
Junior quarterback Craig Ochs
will once again start for Montana.
Ochs was an efficient 16-23 for
182 yards last week against Weber
State. But he also threw one interception.
The Grizzlies, who didn’t score a
touchdown last week for the first
time in 162 games, have averaged
14.5 points per game in their last
two games, compared to their season average of 27 points per game.
Phenicie said that it’s not important how many points his team
scores this weekend.
“All we need is one more point
than the other team,” Phenicie said.
“That’s all we ever need.”

Griz volleyball up to play Shaw calls it — Montana by 1
best, worst of Big Sky
Gridiron
Danny Davis
Sports Reporter

The University of Montana volleyball team will see both sides of
the Big Sky Conference spectrum
in important matches this weekend.
UM will host the Portland State
Vikings, who have the worst Big
Sky record, on Friday night and
will turn around to do battle
against the Eastern Washington
Eagles, who have a perfect conference record, on Saturday.
Montana heads into the weekend
with a 1-4 record in the Big Sky
Conference (6-11 overall) putting
them in seventh place.
The only team sitting lower than
the Griz in the eight-team standings are the Vikings, winless in the
Big Sky despite five attempts. In
spite of their disappointing conference record, the Vikings have been
competitive in the majority of their
matches and boast an overall winning record (9-7).
Both teams desperately need a
conference victory to improve their
chances of gaining a spot in the Big
Sky Conference tournament, making
Friday’s match-up an intriguing
must-win game for each team.
UM head coach Nikki Best said
the Griz will need to focus on
Portland State’s Richell Wilson, a
5-foot-10 senior.
“They are a very competitive
team,” Best said. “They have an
outstanding hitter, and we’ll need
to have a good game plan for her.
They, like us, need to win this
game, so it will be a battle.”
Portland State’s offense runs
through Wilson. She has been the
Vikings’ most vital weapon this
season, and has the statistics to
prove it. Wilson, a 2002 All-Big
Sky second teamer, amassed 684
kill attempts this year on her way
to a 4.33 kills per game average.
To put this number into perspective, junior Kathy Garbacz is second on the team with 370 attempts.
Eastern Washington has cruised
to a 13-6 record that includes a 5-0
conference record which propelled
them into first place. The Eagles
come off a successful 2002 season

where they finished 29-2 and were
ranked 18th nationally. A loss to
Sacramento State in the Big Sky
Conference tournament championship ended their hopes of making the NCAA tournament.
“They are a very good team and
they are on a mission, so we’re
looking for a very good match,”
Best said. “If we can keep up with
Eastern Washington then we can
keep up with anyone. So it’s an
opportunity to see where we’re at.”
The Eagles are led by the trio of
senior Courtney Bush, and juniors
Megan Kitterman and Keva
Sonderen, all of whom rank in the
top five in the Big Sky Conference
in hitting percentage.
Bush had an impressive weekend
last week as she won Big Sky
Volleyball Player of the Week honors, an award previously garnered by
Sonderen earlier this year. Best said
Eastern Washington draws strength
from an effective and speedy offense
and the Griz had to speed up their
practice to counter it.
Despite their recent struggles,
the Griz will continue to stick with
the offense that they have used all
season hoping it will improve as
the season progresses and sophomore Diana Thompson steadily
recovers from an injury. Best also
points to the depth of the Montana
bench as a key factor.
“We’re deep enough to adjust if
one person isn’t producing,” Best
said.
Montana is led by senior outside
hitter Lizzie Wertz, sixth in the Big
Sky with 3.5 kills a game and
fourth in aces with a .39 per game
average. Freshman Shelley Boyd
has filled Thompson’s spot
admirably and is ranked fourth in
assists in the conference, averaging
just over 10 per game. Sophomores
Whitney Pavlik and Audrey Jensen
are also averaging more than two
kills a game and look to play a
vital role this weekend.
“Bottom line is we expect the
people who touch the ball the most
to put up big numbers,” Best said.
Both games will be played in the
West Auxiliary Gym and will begin
at 7 p.m.

Grit
Brian Shaw
Football. Kids. Two subjects not
nearly as synonymous as one
might hope. On one hand, a violent sport that is truly an American
pastime, and cute innocence on
the other. Thus, the real question
is: Can Susie Q line up behind
center? Jimmy with pompoms?
You bet. Let’s double that rhetoric
with the obvious. At Griz home
games kids are the featured entertainment — with the football
game — the halftime festivities
and cleanup crew of virile eighthgraders.
Kids are great. Go out, make
one today. One caveat emptor:
Kids are like stocks. The more
money and time you invest the
more dividends the children will
likely pay.
It was a cold, windy day
Saturday in Grizland, as the
Hellgate winds played hell with
ears (and idiots who weren’t sporting earmuffs, like yours truly). The
crowd was hepped up on something and the Big Sky opener for
Montana just seconds away. As the
game begins GG notices
Missoula’s finest assembling
themselves into position (including
two security guards with walkietalkies who looked like two dudes
who fought at the Wilma recently)
below the student section.
Ah, the student section, or SS
as we like to call it, was rife with
anticipation. It basically stayed
that way throughout the game as
UM won the game 12-7.
Bonehead play of the game:
Our first play of the game goes to
the thuggish security guard on
watch below the SS. His quick wit
and selfless display of character
will go down in history. Here’s
how it happened: At the half a
smiling blond-haired child sporting a Brent Meyers replica jersey
makes his way toward the corner
of the southeast end zone with a
cardboard sign that reads, “Brent

Meyers #12.” The guard, attired in
a black hoodie displaying a skull
and crossbones, rushes over to the
spot where the kid is already
affixing the sign to the railing of
the southeast corner. No can do,
sez the hard-working security
guard, who also ate more pizza
than any other cop on watch.
Denied, and for what? A ruined
dream? Several students, including GG, boo. Way to go, security!!
The cutest thing you’ve ever
seen: The Griz cheerleaders headed over to the SS in the third quarter, ready to rile us. Maybe it was
the cold weather or the lack of
scoring. The cheers were as enthusiastic as a droll professor lecturing in a low monotone. “Let’s go,
(long pause) UM,” will NOT
bring me out of my seat and it
didn’t bring anybody else in the
ol’ SS out of theirs, either.
Montana (6-1) at Idaho State
(4-2) — The Griz hop on a few
buses, headed for potato, uh,
Pocatello. Griz QB Craig “Solid”
Ochs will continue to improve on
his numbers, but the real difference will be whether the running
game is sturdy, and not Ochs’
ankle. The defense again looked
venerable versus Weber, but the
No. 21 Bengals have a weapon
named Issac Mitchell (494 yds, 6
TDs) and a potent offense (33
ppg). Of all the games played so
far it is this one that is giving me
fits. In a homecoming
domewrecker, MONTANA BY 1.
NFL WEEK SEVEN
Denver Broncos (5-1) at
Minnesota Vikings (5-0) — “I
am emotionally jacked up right
now,” said Vikes QB Daunte
Culpepper.
The outcome of the game
depends on whether Vikes WR
Randy Moss can shut his mouth
long enough to catch a few passes.
The bona fide, sure-as-ever, indefinite game of the week. VIKINGS
BY 1.
New England Patriots (4-2) at
Miami Dolphins (4-1) — The
Pats have a running back-by-committee approach to their running
game. Currently, Mike Cloud has
shaken a suspension for alleged
steroid use and QB Tom “Funky
Bunch” Brady (1179 yds, 6 TDs, 7

INTs) mans the helm. The Fins, on
the other hand, use RB Ricky
Williams (461 YDS, 4 TD) often,
but he hasn’t been as spectacular
as he was the first two weeks.
Miami’s record vs. AFC teams this
year is 3-0, so GG will stick with
precedent. DOLPHINS BY 3.
Tennessee Titans (4-2) at
Carolina Panthers (5-0) — The
Titans QB Steve “Air” McNair
has put the air back in the pigskin
(a league leading 1601 yards passing), and the Carolina defense
allows over 340 yards a game.
Something’s got to give here, and
that thing is the Panthers record.
In an airy kind of upset, TITANS
BY 1.
Kansas City Chiefs (6-0) at
Oakland Raiders (2-4) — The
big, bad Chiefs went into nasty
Green Bay last week and came out
the victor in overtime, stunning
the Pack 40-34. Their streak will
continue, thanks to a supercharged offense led by RB Priest
“The Converter” Holmes, who
finds new believers each and
every week. GG believes, but it
just isn’t due to the Chiefs mastery of the game. Oakland has the
fifth-worst D in the entire league
(361 yards averaged per game)
and their elderly lineup is catching
up to them. CHIEFS BY 7.
GAMES OF THE WEAK:
Baltimore Ravens (3-2) at
Cincinnati Bengals (1-4) —
RAVENS BY 6.
Philadelphia Eagles (2-3) at
New York Giants (2-3) —
EAGLES BY 1.
Dallas Cowboys (4-1) at Detroit
Lions (1-4) — COWBOYS BY
10.
San Diego Chargers (0-5) at
Cleveland Browns (3-3) —
BROWNS BY 3.
Washington Trademark (3-3) at
Buffalo Bills (3-3) — TM’S BY
1.
Chicago Bears (1-4) at Seattle
Seahawks (4-1) — SEAHAWKS
BY 13.
New York Jets (1-4) at Houston
Texans (2-3) — TEXANS BY 7.
New Orleans Saints (2-4) at
Atlanta Falcons (1-5) — SAINTS
BY 1.
Until next week, see ya at the
game. Go Griz.
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Will Cleveland
Sports Reporter

With a big smile on her face,
University of Montana sophomore goalkeeper Sarah Braseth leveled Idaho
State freshman forward Jessie Bobert as
she went for a loose ball Thursday in
the 71st minute of the game.
“I just saw her sprinting at me and I
knew we were going to hit,” Braseth
said. “So I just kind of braced myself
and she hit me. I just couldn’t stop
laughing because it was fun.”
The Grizzlies couldn’t keep the
smiles off their faces during Thursday’s
game at South Campus Stadium as they
defeated the Idaho State Bengals 3-0
before more than 300 rowdy fans.
“It was awesome because we came
out pumped up and we scored two goals
in the first six minutes, which helped
out a lot,” said UM senior co-captain
Jamie Rizzuto. “Most of the pressure
was off for the rest of the game, which
always helps.”
After its two early goals in the first
half, UM was able to play successful
keep-away for the rest of the game.
Senior midfielder Casey Joyner, who
was moved to the midfield position at
the beginning of the season because of
her aggressive play, tallied two goals,
the first scores of her college career.
“Everything just kind of worked itself
into place today,” Joyner said.
Head coach Betsy Duerksen was glad
to see the monkey lifted off her lone
senior’s back.
“She’s been due to score because she
has been doing some awesome attacking
stuff for us,” Duerksen said. “She
deserved it.”
On top of Joyner’s two goals, freshman forward Lindsay Winans posted her
team-leading fifth goal of the season on
an assist from forward Tara Schwager in
the fifth minute.
The banged-up Bengals were only
able to put four shots on goal, making
the day easier for Braseth and back-up
Amy Gibson, who combined for UM’s
sixth shutout of the season.
While three players returned for the
Bengals, including goalkeeper Shannon
Boyle, UM continues to suffer from
injuries.

“We’re a little dinged up, which is
hurting us,” Duerksen said.
Sophomore midfielder Shawn
Destafney tried to play through the pain
of an injured left foot, but she was only
able to play sparingly in the first half.
“I’ve had better days,” Destafney
said. “It’s cool, though, because I’m
still looking tough.”
Despite Destafney returning to play,
her return was overshadowed by the
injury of freshman forward Kathy
Williams.
Williams went down late in the second half-clutching her knee, but her status remains unclear.
“They’re going to re-evaluate her, but
it doesn’t look good,” Duerksen said.
Despite the injuries, UM dominated
the game from the start, a performance
that Duerksen said pleased her
immensely.
“I think we felt like we had put it
away early, and it became sort of a boring game,” Duerksen said. “I could care
less really about possession. If you
score goals, possession doesn’t matter.”
While UM won its second-straight
conference game to improve its record
to 2-0-0 conference, 6-7-2 overall, ISU
dropped its seventh straight decision.
In those seven losses, ISU has yet to
put one in the net, but the Bengals
aren’t worried. They say that things will
get better.
“I think we played OK,” said ISU
junior midfielder Jenna Jones. “At the
very beginning of the game, we got
caught off-guard. Our defense, our midfield and our forwards all got broken
down. It happens. If that wouldn’t have
happened, it would have been a different game.”
Raw emotion was what ultimately
carried the Griz to victory though as
they played through the pain.
“We were so doofy before the game
for some reason,” said UM freshman
defender MacKenzie Murphy. “We just
focused and buckled down after that
and played hard.”
UM travels to Odgen, Utah, Saturday
to play Weber State before returning
home Oct. 31 for a conference game
against Portland State.

Josh Drake/Montana Kaimin

Montana striker Jamie Rizzuto controls a throw-in during the second half of Montana’s game
against Idaho State University on Thursday. Montana defeated Idaho State 3-0.

13 Questions:
Will Cleveland
Sports Reporter

University of Montana freshman soccer player MacKenzie
Murphy has been called certifiably insane by her teammates.
Is she? You decide.
Kaimin: Everyone knows
one Spanish phrase; which
one do you know?
MacKenzie Murphy: I probably flunked Spanish.
K: You don’t even know
cerveza?
MM: Oh yeah. Dos Equis!
K: Your teammates have
said that you are crazy. Is this
true or false?
MM: True, but it depends on
who you ask. I think everyone
else is messed up, not me. I am
pretty moody, though. I am
extreme on everything. I’m
extremely nice or extremely
mean. I’m just moody.
K: Let’s go with a Rush
Limbaugh question here.

MacKenzie Murphy

MM: My grandma listens to
him and he always put her to
sleep.
K: Can a man who has lied
to us for so long be believed? I
mean, do you actually believe
that he has a prescription drug
problem?
MM: No. I just
think he has found
a better way to lie
to us.

ken someone’s law. I just think
she is a fucking idiot for getting
caught.

K: Do you think
Martha Stewart
should be put in
jail for all of her
stock market
shenanigans?
MacKenzie
MM: I think she
should be punished for getting
caught.
K: So what’s a proper punishment?
MM: Take away whatever
money she made off this deal.
Everyone like her has too much
money anyway, so it really
wouldn’t make a difference.
Everyone who is rich has bro-

K: Have you ever
been electrocuted?
MM: Yeah. I used
to lick those little 9volt batteries. I used
to think that was
Murphy cool.

K: What’s your favorite
breakfast cereal? I would vote
for Berry Berry
Kix.
MM: I don’t like
cereal. I like chicken-fried steak and
eggs. I also like oatmeal. I am hearty.

K: It’s probably better than
being drunk. As a California
native, did you vote for
Schwarzenegger?
MM: No, but I would have,
because I am a Republican. I’m
not super-conservative
Republican, but if I make some
money, I want to keep it. I don’t

think that people who don’t
work should be able to take my
money. I would have definitely
voted for Arnold, though,
because he is a wealthy businessman who has been wealthy
for a long time, so he would be
good with the current economic
status there. I also believe that
he will surround himself with
some really smart fucking people.
K: What about the whole
groping deal?
MM: He’s a guy. I’m not asking him to be my best friend. I
don’t think it’s a big deal.
Anyone who walks downtown
knows that you can’t walk down
there without being grabbed.
He’s just huge, so everyone
knew who he was, which is
probably why he got in trouble.
K: What’s the most painful
place you have been kicked in
a soccer game?
MM: Probably the crotch. The
vagina! The vagina bone. It
hurts just as bad as it does for
guys. I swear.

K: If you weren’t playing
soccer, what would you be
doing?
MM: I probably wouldn’t be
going to school, that’s for sure.
I would probably be drunk, fat,
and pregnant or a stripper. It’s a
toss-up. If my husband is rich, I
would be pregnant and fat. I’d
be super fat and drunk all of the
time probably. If I couldn’t find
a rich husband, I’d be a stripper.
K: What man wouldn’t
want that? If your life was a
cliche porno title what would
it be called and why?
MM: “MacKenzie does
Missoula” or “MacKenzie does
Montana.”
K: Moving on, let’s just go
straight to the random literature question. Does the hardboiled detective fiction of writers like Raymond Chandler
count as literature? Why or
why not?
MM: You lost me when you
said it’s a literature question.
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Art show blends the spiritual and the environmental
Ira Sather-Olson
Kaimin Reporter

“I’ve always liked art. It’s easier for me
to express myself than (for me to express
myself) verbally,” says American Indian
artist Jeneese Hilton. “I like the painting
process, after that I go to my subject matter.”
Hilton currently has an exhibit on display titled “Yielding Lines” at the Paxson
Gallery in the PAR-TV building.
Hilton lives in St. Ignatius and grew up
in Browning. She received her bachelor’s
degree from MSU and her masters of fine
arts at the University of ColoradoBoulder.
Her expressionist painting is influenced
by ancient American Indian and European
cultures said Manuela Well-Off-Man,
curator for the Paxson and Malloy galleries.
“It’s interesting how she combines
belief aspects of cultures so harmoniously,” Well-Off-Man said. “It’s surprising to
see such a multicultural Native American
artist.”
Well-Off-Man also thinks this is an
important exhibit for the community
because Missoula and UM have such a
diverse amount of people, she said.
The influences and inspirations that
Hilton uses to create her art are an allencompassing thing, Hilton said. She said

animism, environmentalism, Tai Chi and
the I Ching are influences for her current
works at the gallery.
When Hilton isn’t creating art, she
works in a lab at the Indian Health
Service Clinic in a town on the western
coast of Washington, she said.
When Hilton was working and creating
art in Alaska a few years ago, her art
became influenced by the lives of the
native peoples, she said. She wasn’t
raised in a traditional manner and growing up in Browning didn’t influence her
work for many years until the trip to
Alaska, she said.
“Most of this body of work centers on
belief systems from many cultures,” she
said in her artist statement. “The Taoist
idea that being unhappy is caused by
being out of harmony in our environment.
Some (paintings) were inspired by the
Chinese Book of Divination (the I Ching)
of specific Tai Chi moves. (Others) are
from the Buddhist story of the ox herder
looking for his ox.”
Some of her art on display includes a
series of three paintings titled “Untitled,”
“Ninth Woodcut” and “Let Sleeping Dogs
Lie.”
“Let Sleeping Dogs Lie” is based on
the ancient woodcut that Buddhists used
to teach enlightenment, she said. There
is a figure of an ox near a vast array of
color used to represent the forest. There

are two eagles, one at each side of the
painting in the foreground. In her artist
statement, she said “the birds remind
the viewer that if he/she wants to go on
that seemingly peaceful journey of getting rid of the ego, there is a price to
pay.”
“Ninth Woodcut” shows an ox-like figure in a painted frame border in a range
of darker colors mixed together.
She said the piece represents nature,
which is what is leftover after the ox
overcomes the eagle in “Let Sleeping
Dogs Lie.”
In “Untitled,” one can see the images
of an ox, eagle and even what looks like a
dog. There is a pictogram present in the
piece which stands for harmony, she said.
Hilton said it deals with the idea of sharing, being respectful to the earth and
other such concepts.
In her painting “Yielding Lines —
Adorn the Firm,” she shows a white crane
spreading its wings. Her artist statement
said this is a Tai Chi form which corresponds to the I Ching hexagram (found in
the upper right of the painting) for
“grace.”
Hilton said the strands of bamboo in
the painting, which are in front of a
mountain range, represent flexibility.
She said she thinks this painting works
better than the others in this exhibition
because it easily conveys the concepts

of content and form. She also thinks the
form of the bamboo and the peaks of
the mountains go together, or “jive”
better.
“A few of the consequences of our
materialistic beliefs are global warming,
methyl mercury in our food chain, contamination of our air and water — not to
speak of alienation, war and poverty,” she
said at the beginning of her artist statement. “I’m interested in how beliefs
affect attitudes, feelings and actions — as
individuals, as cultures and as a global
society.”
The idea of being interested in how
beliefs can affect attitudes, feelings and
actions was the thesis theme for her master’s of fine arts degree, she said.
“How we think affects the way we act
and treat things,” she said. “This includes
the environment.”
She said it also bothers her that many
of us (as humans) think we are the center
of the universe. She said she thinks people ought to accept the notion that we are
all one.
Hilton said she likes the messages in
her paintings and wants the pieces to
make people think, but also to enjoy.
“I like the feel of them and the painting
process,” she said about her paintings.
Jeneese Hilton’s “Yielding Lines” is on
display until Nov. 14 in the Paxson Art
Gallery.

‘Kill Bill’ may or may not be good, and I should know
Stuff and
Things
Brendan Leonard
“Kill Bill: Vol 1” opened Oct.
10. I didn’t have the time to go
see the actual movie, but I see
that as no reason to believe I
can’t accurately review it.
To decide whether I liked
“Kill Bill,” I enlisted the help of
Jon Gray, a senior psychology
and elementary education major
at the University of Montana.
Gray does not claim to be an
actual movie critic or cinematic
expert of any kind, but he has
been rumored to have seen at
least five or six other movies. I
have also allowed “Kill Bill”
writer and director Quentin
Tarantino a voice, taking snippets from interviews with
Newsweek and Rolling Stone.
Tarantino was more than excited about his new movie. In
Newsweek, he said, “All I can
say is, if I went and saw ‘Kill
Bill,’ I wouldn’t be able to even
think about seeing another

movie until I saw ‘Kill Bill’
again. I’d feel like, ‘That’s a
movie like sex. That’s a movie
like drugs,’ you know? ‘I can’t
even think of another girl until
I’ve had another piece of that
p*&%y. I’ve got to get high on
that drug again, like, tomorrow.’”
Gray, on the other hand, who
neither wrote nor directed ‘Kill
Bill,’ said the movie was “OK.”
Since I have not seen the movie,
I am left to give it an objective
rating of “Exactly halfway
between ‘OK’ and ‘I can’t even
think of another girl until I’ve
had another piece of that
p*&%y.’”
I asked Gray if the movie was
too much action, too little dialogue. “No, action’s cool,” he
said. “He tries to be really ‘old
kung fu’ with this movie.”
Tarantino, in a Newsweek
quote taken out of context,
replied, “Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah.
I know exactly what you mean.”
Then, in Rolling Stone, he said,
“‘Kill Bill’ is an audience movie.
It’s meant to blow the audience
away.”

Gray recounted some of his
favorite violent action scenes.
“There’s this part where this little chick rams this sword into
this guy, and no blood comes
out, but then she twists the
sword, and it just pours out
blood like a waterfall.”
Tarantino explained the blood
and gore in Newsweek, saying,
“Well, that’s the Japanese tradition. You know, people have garden hoses for veins.”
Again, although I haven’t seen
“Kill Bill,” I have seen a “Friday
the 13th” movie in which Jason
Voorhees drives a stake through
the abdomen of a woman fornicating with her boyfriend. That
scene didn’t make me feel like
vomiting, but it wasn’t that cool,
either.
Tarantino explains in
Newsweek: “Yeah, most of that
stuff is done for a comic effect.”
Although he was talking about
his movie, and not the “Friday
the 13th” movie I saw, I find his
explanation to be satisfactory.
Gray found “Kill Bill” to be
good enough for now, but left
him wanting more. “I’m kinda

pissed because they didn’t get to
the main plot,” Gray said. “I
think they’re saving that for the
sequel.”
In his Newsweek interview,
Tarantino said, “What I’ve delivered is good enough for now. It
leaves you wanting more.”
Personally, I just want to see
the movie, so I can share this
case of cinematic blue balls
everyone seems to be talking
about.
I asked Gray about the plot of
“Kill Bill”:
“Essentially, this chick’s trying to get revenge on all these
people,” Gray said. “They all
turned on her and tried to kill
her, but they don’t get into the
reason why.”
In Rolling Stone, Tarantino
commented “Yeah, I don’t really
think of any woman right now
who’s unattainable.” I’m certain
he was talking about his sex life,
which has nothing to do with the
plot in “Kill Bill,” but later in
the interview, he said, “I really
think David Cassidy is one of
the most underrated vocal performers in the history of rock &

roll.” Then later, “I hope 20
years from now people will
think I’m one of the greatest
directors who ever lived.” Even
later in the interview, he said,
“F%#k you.”
I saw “Hard to Kill” once, in
which Steven Seagal plays a cop
who has spent like seven years
in a coma and then goes back
get revenge on all these dudes
who killed his wife a long time
ago. Although Seagal kills a lot
of people in “Hard to Kill,” to
my knowledge, none of his victims in the movie are named
“Bill.” Even if someone named
“Bill” is killed in the movie, it’s
probably not the same “Bill” as
the “Bill” who very well might
meet his vengeful death of
vengeance as the title character
in “Kill Bill.”
The verdict: Two thumbs up.
I’m going to see “Kill Bill,”
whether you’re with me or not.
“Kill Bill: Vol. 1” shows
nightly at the Village 6 in
Missoula. If you see it and you
don’t feel it was worth $7, don’t
come crying to me, because I
gave it to you straight.

Bennifer takes home award
NEW YORK (AP) - Interesting choice of words,
Ben.
Accepting an award from the liberal People for the
American Way Foundation, Ben Affleck didn't use
the f-word — as in fiancee — when referring to
Jennifer Lopez.
“I only accept it in the hopes that the absurd
amounts of publicity that I received lately, that as far
as I can tell is chiefly because I have a pretty girlfriend, that’s what I did, I am a champion of the
American way with a pretty girlfriend — bring it on,
paparazzi, news at 11 — in the hopes that some of
that publicity might be pointed at something more
significant, something more positive, productive and
meaningful,” Affleck said, according to an Associated

Press Television News tape.
The actor made the remarks while accepting a
Spirit of Liberty Award Tuesday night in Los
Angeles.
Lopez and Affleck, whose recent film “Gigli”
bombed after abysmal reviews, had planned to marry
Sept. 14 before abruptly calling off the wedding. It
would have been the third marriage for Lopez, 33,
and the first for Affleck, 31.
Since then, media scrutiny has intensified, with
everyone wondering, will-they-or-won't-they? When
they bought a pickup truck in Georgia and attended a
Red Sox game in Boston, it was news.
Affleck and Lopez also co-star in the Kevin Smith
movie "Jersey Girl," set for release next year.

The Kaimin
Arts Staff
is looking for a select, sophisticated, dedicated group of people
who are fully prepared to read the Kaimin
Arts pages every Wednesday and Friday
we have an infinite number of spots to fill, and although the
positions do not pay monetarily, they will reward you with
AWESOME and sometimes even TUBULAR arts knowledge
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Picks
FRIDAY
Music

Do you like to listen to music? If so, put yourself in a position to watch Burke Jam, Wagner
and Lewis as the Arguments, The H is O and
Volumen in the UC Ballroom from 6:30 p.m.
to 10:30 p.m. A $2 donation is suggested.
There’s still time to go out after the
show!!!!!!!?!

SATURDAY
More music
In case you miss Volumen on Friday night, you
can check them out Saturday at the Ritz.
They’ll be playing with No-Fi Soul Rebellion
and The International Playboys starting at
9 p.m. The cover charge is five
American dollars.

SUNDAY
Annie Galen Rentz
She’ll be by her lonesome on stage at the Ritz
at 10 p.m. Show up, but only if you appreciate
good music. Otherwise, take it
somewhere else.

MONDAY
The Ohm Trio
You haven’t lived until you’ve heard this threesome’s Dre cover jam. They’ll be at the Ritz at
10 p.m. with a cover that has yet to be named.

TUESDAY
Pub Quiz
You walk around pretending that you’re so
smart. Well you’re not smart until you can
prove to a bunch of drunken idiots that you’re
the smartest drunken idiot of the lot. To do so,
head over to Sean Kelly’s for the Pub Quiz
at 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
Step Afrika! USA
This dance group from Washington, D.C., will
perform in the UC Ballroom at 7 p.m. Tickets
are $6, with a Griz Card. At this point, we
don’t know how much tickets are without a
Griz Card, but it’s safe to say that it will
be more.

A Pointless Review
Product: The Boston
Red Sox
Verdict: 112 out of 117.09
By Kaimin Arts Staff
A team that was built from the floor up
to choke somehow was able to do it again
last night, to the delight of the “Red Sox
Nation.”
Their fans have come to appreciate the
way that the team finds new and strange
ways to lose.
“I gotta say, I love it,” exclaimed lifelong Red Sox fan Willy “Donkey Fetus”
Hepps. “They were threatening to win for
a long spell there. It almost broke my
heart, but then they did it and I was like,
‘Crunk, man, crunk.’ And then I just
remember crying tears of joy and praising

God, or Jehovah as some call her.”
They will now face the Chicago Cubs
in the losers’ bracket to determine which
team can blow the most leads when it
really counts.
Experts expect that much expectorating
will take place in both on the field and in
the dugouts during the series.
No one knows who will win the
Sox/Cubs series, but one thing is for certain: San Diego Padres second baseman
Mark Loretta finished up this season with
589 official at-bats, 54 bases on balls, a
.372 on-base percentage and a respectable
.296 average against the Braves.
But as a wily group of veteran lightweights, the Red Sox can choke against
anybody — any time, any place — hence
the high score.
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The Gallery of Visual Arts in the Social Sciences Building awaits visitors Thursday.

The gallery of visual arts — see for yourself
Column by:
Joe Prebich
The Gallery of Visual Arts hosts two new
exhibits this month: the work of Phoebe Toland
and Wendy Franklund Miller.
I thought that it would be interesting to check
out the art world on the University of Montana
campus.
Now, I will be the first to admit that I know little,
if anything, about art interpretation. I appreciate all
art, but never really understand it the way that I feel
I am supposed to. When I went to the gallery, I felt
similar feelings rushing back to my brain, like ‘This
is cool but what is it trying to say?’
As I was contemplating the artwork of Miller,
with no real feelings of like or dislike, I spied a
fellow art aficionado in the gallery. I approached
her in my most-intelligent manner, trying oh-sodesperately to act the part of an art critic.
I asked, “In general, what do you think she is
trying to say?” Feeling confident that I had successfully pulled off my false intelligence I waited
for a response.
“I don’t know,” came the answer.
Great, I thought. She was my only hope for any
bit of understanding. But she didn’t give up on
me. Instead we delved somewhat deeply into the
abstract artwork of Miller, her taking the lead
while I took mental notes.

What she said about the artwork finally started
to make sense, to become clear (or clearer).
We were now heavy into the geometrics, scientifics and humanity of the art. Miller’s exhibits
allowed room for interpretation in nearly every
direction. Her drawings blended both the human
body with the nature of science, in the form of
shapes and colors.
According to the artist’s description of her work,
Miller says, “For me, art making is a delicate balance
of pushing ahead then dropping back ... It’s a balance
of knowing and not knowing and trusting that.”
The other artist on display, Toland, uses metal
work and rustic colors combined with lighter pastels to form a type of geometric sunshower of
color. It rains, but the sun is still shining. That
type of concept.
Her work did little for me because there was so
much repetition of the same idea. Lots of shapes
and squares and circles.
Now, do I really know what I am talking about?
Probably not. I guessed at the deepest emotions
that the art evoked from me. They are merely my
feelings. Are they the correct interpretation?
I don’t know, because that is the great thing
about art, it can go anyway you want it to. So go
over to the Gallery of Visual Arts in the Social
Science Building between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. and
test out your own imagination. The two exhibits
will be on display until Oct. 30.
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ad in the paper and say, ‘Hey, I can
make 150 bucks for less than six minutes in the ring, why not?’” he said.
Boxers can come into the Wilma
Theatre with no practical boxing
experience and win $125 for a threeround match, said Russ Hansen, the
fights’ chief referee. Losers can get
$50.
Inexperienced boxers are drawn to
the easy money, but they are unlikely
to get seriously hurt because they take
on fighters in the same weight category and on the same level as themselves.
“They sign up with me, and they
say, ‘I have no experience, but I’m a
street fighter, and I’m damned
tough,’” Hansen said. “That’s what
just about everybody tells me.”
At Wednesday’s fights, more than
one first-time fighter competed with
mixed results. Jesse Burns, 29, fought
in the first match and lost, dislocating
his shoulder.
By contrast, Dan Decoite, a 2003
UM graduate in sociology, debuted as a
heavyweight in his first fight ever, lasted all three rounds and won.
“I think you’ve got to be in shape,”
Decoite said. “Whoever’s in the best
shape lasts longest.”
In a ringside interview at
Wednesday’s fights, Hansen, who has
more than 30 years experience as a
referee, stressed his commitment to
safety. He stopped one fight because a

Finances
Continued from Page 1

In order to obtain a student visa,
foreign students are required to
show proof of financial ability, be
admitted to a school in the United
States, pass the Test of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL) and fill
out proper immigration paperwork.
To maintain their student visas,
Koehn said, foreign students must
stay enrolled in school full time for
both fall and spring semesters — no
“taking a semester off to work.”
She said foreign students must
apply for permission from
Citizenship and Immigration
Services in order to work during the
summer, but are allowed to supplement their income during school
with jobs on campus (20 hours a
week during school, and 40 hours a
week during breaks).

contender was clearly exhausted, he
said.
“If they stumble, it’s over,” Hansen
said.
Harrison said he trusts Hansen, but
feels uncomfortable with the ringside
medical attendants LeCoure brings in.
On Wednesday, the medical attendants were two physician’s assistants
from Community Medical Center in
Missoula, but LeCoure has been
known to bring in chiropractors, who,
Harrison said, don’t always know
when a fighter has had enough.
More safety demands could be met
if LeCoure’s boxing was more closely
regulated, Matovich said, but because
Wednesday Night at the Fights is not
affiliated with USA Boxing, the operation is loosely governed.
In the early 1980s, LeCoure was a
coach with USA Boxing. After
assaulting a referee in Stevensville, he
was put on probation.
In a phone interview Thursday,
LeCoure admitted to hitting the man
and said he does not regret the incident.
LeCoure is not required to insure
his boxers, Matovich said, and
although some fighters have their
own health insurance, many policies
won’t cover boxing-related injuries.
Matovich, a friend of Riley, whose
March injury spurred the debate about
fight safety, would not comment
about Riley or the current state of his
health. When contacted at Riley’s residence, an unidentified woman
declined to comment and said Riley
was unavailable.

Hansen said Riley now suffers mild
memory lapses and will never fight
again.
Though he’s long since finished his
probationary period, LeCoure said he
has no desire to return to USA
Boxing, and once his fighters box for
money they are ineligible to participate in any amateur athletic events.
LeCoure said amateur boxing is a
money-losing enterprise. Some of his
critics are also his amateur competitors, and they are jealous of the success he’s had with club boxing, he
said.
“If I was in their position,”
LeCoure said, “and somebody else
was in my position, I’d probably be
calling me an asshole, too.”
Although his events don’t record
major profits every night, LeCoure
said his company makes a lot of
money. He would not say exactly
how much profit Club Boxing Inc.
earns. He was careful to say his company still makes the safety of its
fighters its top priority.
Matovich said his opinion differs
from some of LeCoure’s other critics.
He wants to see Wednesday night
fights continue because they are a fun
spectacle to watch, while others think
they are irresponsible and should
undergo dramatic changes.
LeCoure is making steps in the right
direction, in large part to make sure his
fighters keep coming back, Matovich
said, but more needs to be done.
“He’s getting big enough there,”
Matovich said. “He needs to take
responsibility for his event.”

Many turn to Dining Services.
Mark LoParco, director of Dining
Services at UM, said he oversees
about 450 student employees in a
given semester. A substantial number of these employees are foreign
students — at one point they consisted of almost 40 to 50 percent of
the total.
“We have been and will continue
to be an excellent source of international-student employment,” he said.
Golota said foreign students
appreciate the working opportunities
on campus, but that 20 hours a week
at a low-paying job doesn’t always
amount to a lot of extra spending
money.
The answer to foreign students’
woes, Koehn said, are more scholarships.
In addition to a variety of scholarships and gifts available through
FSSS, there are scholarship pools
through financial aid that foreign

students have the opportunity to dip
into. Also, UM’s Foreign Student
Assistance Fund provides several
scholarships for foreign students.
Private schools such as Harvard,
Stanford and Brown universities give
financial aid to their foreign students,
but the financial aid is not given in
federal money, according to Hanson.
“I’m proud to work for an institution that makes education affordable
for all students,” he said.
“There are probably a lot of foreign students that can not afford to
get their education here,” he said.
“So are they discouraged? Yes.”
Hanson said between Financial
Aid and FSSS offices, foreign students currently attending UM should
be able to find information necessary to help ease financial pressure.
FSSS currently has an “emergency loan” at $300 interest-free for
one month, available for foreign students in a pinch, said Koehn.

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND
LOST: Mountain Bike Tire in Albertsons Parking lot, on
Broadway near pedestrian bridge to campus. Call for
reward. 288-1422
Lost Cat: White and gray female. Lincoln Hills area.
721-9161 or 829-0508
Lost: Red, yellow, green zigzag wool hat with Dean
stitched on the inside at the football game on
Saturday. Call 728-4628
Lost: black handled knife by Benchmade. Trying to
find a needle in a haystack. Contact 243-1957
LOST: Bike lock- black, key- betw, campus (H.S.) and
Higgins. Cash for you- 542-1612
FOUND: Bike lock- black w/ blue casing-combo by
DHC building 542-1612
LOST: Silver Purse 4”x7” Lost since 9/2 I.D.’s inside
Pls call 542-3427 Szengar Lai
LOST: Green North Face pullover jacket somewhere
on campus last month. If found please call 531-0730

PERSONALS
It’s 4 am, you’re sweating and freezing and throwing
up. The Curry Health Center can take care of you
NOW! Use West Entry or call 243-2122

k iosk
OVERCOMING SHYNESS 93% of all people experience
some degree of shyness. This group will cover
unhelpful thinking patterns, relaxation, assertiveness
and goal setting.
Call the Counseling and
Psychological Services (CAPS) in the Curry Health
Center at 243-4711
WHY WEIGHT? This seminar, led by a counselor and a
dietician, is for a women who wish a healthier relationship with food and their body. Topics to be covered include: thought patterns, nutrition, and body
image. Call the Counseling and Psychological
Services (CAPS) in the Curry Health Center at 2434711
DANGER! CERAMIC FEVER! No known cure. Pottery
classes help symptoms. Make Christmas presents on
the wheel. $39, 7 weeks, fun! 543-7970
FLU SHOTS! November 20th. UC Atrium 7am - 5pm.

Bartending Positions in Missoula area Up to $200/
shift. No experience necessary. Call 728-8477
Models needed for hair show—haircuts, color &
styling. West Coast Show is Oct 18th-19th, Univ.
Center, 3rd floor. Model selection will be 10 a.m. - 12
p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 18th at the Univ. Center, 3rd
floor, theater area. Must have parental consent if
under 18 years of age.

SERVICES
SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL Proofreading/Editing, $1.00/page 542-0837.

FOR SALE
88 Cadillac ElDorado AT?AC $2500 258-6159
Yard Sale: Good student stuff: couches, clothes, dishes, electronics, ect. . . 1761 S. 7th W. 8-12 Saturday

HELP WANTED
WANTED

FOR RENT

Spring Creek Lodge Academy, a special purpose private located 15 miles NW of Thompson Falls, is currently taking applications for the following openings:
Montana Certified Secondary Teachers, 2 shifts: M Th and W-Sa 8:30 AM to 6:30 PM. For more information and an appointment for an interview, call (406)
827-4354 or send an e-mail to larry@blueslide.com

WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.
711 Palmer, 3 BD New W/D, Nice interior, convenient
location. $750/$750 239-2034

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

MONTANA KAIMIN
BUSINESS STAFF:

Montana Kaimin

Halloween
Continued from Page 1

children’s and adults,” said an assistant
manager at Wal-Mart.
Guest said she has noticed adult
costumers purchasing more action figure and movie character costumes than
in other years.
“Lots of people are looking for
‘Lord of the Rings’ characters, SpiderMan, and The Hulk,” Guest said.
She said the Osbourne family costumes are also very popular.
Silverman said she has noticed a lot
of UM students renting ’60s and ’70s
ensembles this year.
“I think it is because people can eas-

ily incorporate things they already own
into their costume and just rent some
pieces from us,” she said.
She said costumes of Cruella
DeVille and ones from the
Renaissance era are also popular with
female students this Halloween.
She said that pirates, 1920s gangsters and vikings are popular this year
as costumes for males.
UM sophomores Danny Briggs and
Andy Scott said they were just looking
for ideas while going through costumes at Carlo’s.
“Halloween is such a big deal in
Missoula. It takes at least some planning so you do not look like a party
pooper,” Briggs said. “I don’t want to
get left out in the dust.”

The Kaimin comes in digital form, too!

www.kaimin.org

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
Tired of Roommates or trying to find a parking place?
Close to University and shopping. Studio apartments,
all utilities and cable TV paid. Coin-op Laundry &
Storage. No Pets! Lease through May 2004.
$390/month and $425/month Call 544-0799 or 7282621
One of two bedrooms in Apt. near U, and Park-n-ride.
No smoking or pets 280+ deposit+ 1/5 power. 5449026/542-2995

ROOMATES
ROOMATES NEEDED
Furnished Rental Room in Mobile Home $300 for first
and $300 for last month +$100 deposit. Free W/D,
A/C and cable. All utils. Included. Call 542-5080
Roommate needed to share 2 BDRM house. House has
large living room, kitchen & Bdrms. Also had Fencedin yard, small dog/cat OK. Rent $375/mo + 1/2 utls.
Call 239-1839

COMPUTERS
Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential
Local positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 417

PART
ART TIME: ATTENTION
ATTENTION
STUDENTS
Local co. has several openings that must be filled by
Oct. 31st. Fun Work. $10.50 base-appt, flex hrs.
Customer sales/service. All ages 18+ may apply.
Great experience for future. Internships and scholarships avail, conditions apply. Call Now! 543-7808 or
Apply online at www.workforstudents.com

BE A BARTENDER
BARTENDER IN MIS SOULA
Be a Bartender. Must be 18 or older. Make $100-$150
per. night. Job placement in Missoula. Get Certified
Call 728-TIPS (8477)

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org
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